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georeferenced tags
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ABSTRACT
User-Generated Content (UGC) provides a potential data source which can help us to better
describe and understand how places are conceptualized, and in turn better represent the
places in Geographic Information Science (GIScience). In this article, we aim at aggregating
the shared meanings associated with places and linking these to a conceptual model of place.
Our focus is on the metadata of Flickr images, in the form of locations and tags. We use topic
modeling to identify regions associated with shared meanings. We choose a grid approach
and generate topics associated with one or more cells using Latent Dirichlet Allocation. We
analyze the sensitivity of our results to both grid resolution and the chosen number of topics
using a range of measures including corpus distance and the coherence value. Using a
resolution of 500 m and with 40 topics, we are able to generate meaningful topics which
characterize places in London based on 954 unique tags associated with around 300,000
images and more than 7000 individuals.
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1. Introduction and motivation
How can we develop methods which better capture
the diversity of ways of experiencing and understand-
ing places, and yet which also allow representation
and reasoning in information systems? One possible
approach, which has recently gained much attention,
is through the use of Volunteered Geographic
Information (VGI), or more generally User-
Generated Content (UGC), to derive place-relevant
information that reﬂects notion of place as lived and
experienced space (Capineri 2016; Hauthal and
Burghardt 2016; Jenkins et al. 2016; Lansley and
Longley 2016; Shelton, Poorthuis, and Zook 2015).
An obvious strength of such data is the potentially
large number of contributors, and corresponding
potential multiplicity of ways of describing the same
location. However, this strength is also a challenge –
given such large volumes of data, we need methods
which can allow us to identify coherent themes, or
topics, if we wish to be able to characterize and
compare places in a useful way (Adams and
McKenzie 2013).
This need for coherent summaries of place-related
data is underlined by the growth in location-based
services and associated web-mapping products. Here,
we observe a rapid increase in the development of
services capable of adapting to individual users and
use contexts, for instance by identifying preferences
for a particular activity through previous actions or
discriminating between tourist and local interests
(Huang 2016; Nivala and Sarjakoski 2003). Such
approaches, implicitly or explicitly, recognize that
we think about and perceive the world in terms of
places, rather than as geometric coordinates detached
from meaning. Thus, in developing approaches which
can adapt content according to shared notions of
place, there is a need for data which represent these
concepts.
Increasing calls have been made for the need to
model and reason using place-based concepts in
Geographic Information Science (GIScience). This is
reﬂected by work, ﬁrst, considering spatial vagueness
as an important property of cognitive models of
place, and second, a realization that natural language
can provide us with access to a multiplicity of ways in
which place is conceptualized (Montello et al. 2003).
Much of this research is, at least in passing, inspired
by ideas developed in human geography. Key to the
work described in this article is the notion of place as
being a socially produced concept (De Certeau 1984;
Dourish 2006) associated with not only locals
(Harrison and Tatar 2008) but also having an identity
from people connected with places at a global level
(Massey 1993). In GIScience, Agnew’s model (Agnew
2011), which conceptualizes three dimensions of
place related to location, locale, and sense of place,
has proved popular. These dimensions are often
interpreted as relating to named places (locations),
their properties or aﬀordances (locale), and the
meanings and emotions that people associate with
these places (sense of place) (Capineri 2016;
Hollenstein and Purves 2010; MacEachren 2017). It
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is also clear that such notions of place are dynamic,
since place can also be considered to emerge as a
semantic tangle of people related to activities and
events at a locus (Harrison and Tatar 2008).
Natural language data, in the form of texts describ-
ing locations, are one way of attempting to build
place descriptions. One, often-discussed source of
such data is the Flickr photo-sharing platform.
There are a number of reasons for this popularity.
First, a large number of Flickr images are georefer-
enced, and their metadata are easily accessible
through an application programming interface
(Smith et al. 2012). Second, an image is the immedi-
ate and straightforward way of capturing our inter-
actions with place, and early research demonstrated
that coherent information related to both places and
events could be extracted from Flickr tags
(Rattenbury, Good, and Naaman 2007). Third,
Flickr, has been shown to be used by diﬀerent sorts
of users, allowing for example access to contrasting
conceptualizations related to both locals and tourists
(Straumann, Çöltekin, and Andrienko 2014). Fourth,
tags, given their lack of syntax are relatively simple to
process, allowing the rapid implementation of argu-
ably naïve, annotation and co-occurrence studies
(Hollenstein and Purves 2010; Purves, Edwardes,
and Wood 2011). More generally, increasing access
to UGC has led to many claims with respect to the
possibilities of characterizing place in a wide variety
of ways from essentially bottom-up sources (Dunkel
2015; Shelton, Poorthuis, and Zook 2015). As well as
simple studies, focusing on frequency and co-occur-
rence of tags, other methods include a variety of
approaches from natural language processing to, for
example, cluster and aggregate content semantically
and spatially, and extract and characterize sentiment
(Davies 2013; Hauthal and Burghardt 2016; Jenkins
et al. 2016; Vasardani et al. 2013).
One very commonly applied family of methods in
natural language processing, used to meaningfully
group documents in a large corpus, is topic modeling
(Blei and Laﬀerty 2006). The basic idea is relatively
simple – given a set of documents, made up of indi-
vidual words, it should be possible to group these
using co-occurrence (i.e. documents in which similar
words co-occur are more likely to be related).
Perhaps the most common approach to topic model-
ing is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei, Ng,
and Jordan 2003). LDA is a probabilistic approach
which outputs a user-deﬁned number of topics, each
represented as a multinomial distribution over words.
This implies, since documents consist of words, that
documents can be represented as a mixture of topics.
If topics can be assigned to meaningful labels, and if
documents belong more to some topics than others,
then a collection of documents can be summarized in
terms of the topics, the words associated with each
topic, and their labels. From this brief explanation,
and the plethora of literature associated with LDA,
two things should become clear. First, topic modeling
appears to oﬀer a beguiling simple way of summariz-
ing large sets of documents. Second, the number of
topics and labels attached to topics are chosen, and
interpreted, by people. Topic modeling simply
returns the number of topics deﬁned as an input
parameter and, presumably, if a corpus consists of a
set of very similar documents, these topics should in
turn be very similar (and thus not capture nonexis-
tent semantic diﬀerences). However, the interpreting
probabilities is generally known to be hard for
humans, and issues such as semantic coherence,
topic signiﬁcance and ranking and the use of topic
modeling in exploring data have all been the subject
of attention (AlSumait et al. 2009; Chang et al. 2009;
Mimno et al. 2011).
Topic models have obvious potential applications
to understanding place and have been used in this
context (Jenkins et al. 2016). On the one hand, we
might expect documents describing the same place,
but looking at diﬀerent aspects of it to be captured in
topics related to the place name (or its location). On
the other hand, diﬀerent places, aﬀording similar
environments, might be captured in topics focusing
on locale. And ﬁnally, places which evoke similar
emotions, we might imagine, could be captured in
topics related to sense of place. Adams and McKenzie
(2013) analyzed georeferenced travel blogs using
LDA, and indeed observed that four categories of
topics emerged: what they called localities (speciﬁc
geographic locations), activities and features (things
to see and do), and miscellaneous. They demonstrated
that LDA could generate meaningful, place-related
topics but focused on understanding individual topics
and similarities of locations to these.
In this article we focus on the use of image
descriptions as a source of place information, or
more speciﬁcally the tags associated with Flickr
images. Since topic models treat documents as bags
of words, documents based around tags (which can
be considered to be simple sets of terms) are particu-
larly well-suited to topic modeling since no under-
lying syntax is discarded in the analysis. Similar to the
approach of Adams and McKenzie (2013), in this
article we explicitly generate topic models in space,
but our starting point are not individually authored
documents, but rather all of the tags associated with a
grid cell. Since previous work has shown that para-
meter choices and interpretation of topics models are
not trivial, we explicitly set out to explore the extent
to which our approach allows us to capture diﬀerent
aspects of place and the sensitivity of our results. By
aggregating textual information associated with a cell,
we aim to explore the shared meaning and descrip-
tions of places from/for people who either live in or
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visit these locations. Finally, we link these descrip-
tions to a model of place to explore diﬀerent ways in
which London is described through Flickr tags. Our
contribution is thus threefold:
(1) We use LDA to generate spatially explicit
topics in London. Our model is spatially con-
tinuous, and thus every location is associated
with a set of topics.
(2) Since parameter choice has been shown to be
important in LDA, we explore the sensitivity
of our results to both the number of topics and
grid resolution. Furthermore, we use topic
measures to explore the extent to which
semantically coherent topics are distinctive.
(3) We interpret and classify individual topics,
relating these to place properties derived
from the literature.
2. Data
Data were gathered using queries to Flickr’s
Application Programming Interface (API) for geore-
ferenced images within a given bounding box and
taken before July 2013. Metadata included user ids,
tags, image coordinates, two timestamps referring to
the times a photo was taken and uploaded, and accu-
racy information provided by Flickr with respect to
coordinates. Note that metadata reporting on accu-
racy in Flickr actually better reﬂect precision, and are
often used to ﬁlter imprecisely georeferenced data
(Hollenstein and Purves 2010). Our case study region
is centered around the River Thames in inner London
(Figure 1) and includes very commonly
photographed places such as Buckingham Palace,
Hyde Park, and Tower Bridge (Crandall et al. 2009)
and has a total area of 170 km2.
2.1. Data ﬁltering and cleaning
Our focus was on modeling place by capturing shared
notions ascribed to georeferenced images through
tagging. Before carrying out topic modeling, we ﬁrst
carried out a range of ﬁltering steps. We ﬁrst
removed images with accuracy values lower than 15
(i.e. georeferences reported as being less precise than
street level). Second, bulk uploads, images with iden-
tical tags, either a textual tag or geotag from a single
user, and tags which were not meaningful (e.g. cam-
era generated titles “DIC 0001”) were removed using
regular expressions. Furthermore, since tagging is
known to be inﬂuenced by behavior, we removed
users with the following characteristics:
(1) Very inactive users who had a single image in
our dataset or less than ten images in total
associated with their proﬁles over a 24-h per-
iod (i.e. users experimenting with the system)
(Hollenstein and Purves 2010);
(2) Users who had deleted their proﬁles since our
data collection;
(3) Proliﬁc users may introduce large biases in
UGC, and in particular can clearly mask
more general shared meanings (Nielsen 2006;
Hollenstein and Purves 2010). We removed
the 1% most proliﬁc users who generated
20% of the whole dataset.
Figure 1. Study area within inner London.
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Moreover, the following images were removed:
(1) Images with no tags;
(2) Images with only Flickr machine generated
tags which thus do not represent shared
notions of place created by an individual user.
The ﬁnal dataset thus consisted of 7753 unique
users who had shared 371,752 images. Table 1
shows the eﬀect of each ﬁltering task over the number
of images and users, with a reduction in the original
number of images collected, of approximately 90%.
Finally, the remaining 186,632 unique tags asso-
ciated with the 371,752 images reported in Table 1
were normalized by being converted to lower case.
Special characters (such as, @ in “@park”), numbers
(e.g. the 2 in “park2”), and stop-words (such as, a, an,
the) were removed. In addition, we eliminated all tags
consisting only of numbers. We did not control for
typographical errors (e.g. match londin to london) or
remove duplicate tags associated with a single image.
Even after ﬁltering, it is still possible that an individual
user can bias usage of individual tags. We therefore
generated tag proﬁles (Hollenstein and Purves 2010)
which for each tag reﬂect tag usage over the population
as a whole. We then used the coeﬃcient of variation of
standardized tags contribution to measure whether a tag
was used equally among users with diﬀerent contribution
patterns. Tags with high coeﬃcients of variation are only
used by a few people and are therefore subject to con-
tribution bias. We eliminated tags with a high coeﬃcient
of variation (> 200) (Hollenstein and Purves 2010) from
our set of unique tags. The ﬁnal tag list thus contained
954 unique commonly used tags, which formed the basis
for the topic modeling described next.
2.2. Spatial distribution of Flickr images and
corresponding metadata
The density of contributors to our dataset after ﬁlter-
ing and cleaning our data is shown in Figure 2. The
map shows that the concentration of Flickr users, in
Central London, particularly to the west, is higher.
We assume this is because of tourist and leisure
attractions in this area, since some of the most photo-
graphed places in the world are located in the western
part of London (Crandall et al. 2009).
The correlation between the number of users and
corresponding contributed images, using a linear regres-
sion, is very high (r2 = 0.95). Since we expect users at a
given location to be spatially autocorrelated (Tobler
1970; Miller 2004), we tested for the inﬂuence of spatial
autocorrelation using a spatial autoregressive regression
(SAR) model including the coordinates of grid cells in
the model. The correlation value (r2 = 0.96) is very
similar, suggesting that the inﬂuence of spatial autocor-
relation on our model is limited, and that the number of
images in a grid cell is indeed strongly linked to the
Table 1. Remaining numbers of Flickr images and users after
applying each task of the data ﬁltering.
Function Images Contributors
Original dataset 3,105,544 49,130
Accuracy ﬁltering 1,047,003 31,092
Bulk-upload ﬁltering 839,822 31,080
Camera generated contents (either titles or
tags)
571,241 30,377
Inactive users 503,536 8143
Proliﬁc users 404,329 8060
Null tags 371,752 7753
Figure 2. Number of users taking photographs in each grid cell.
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number of photographers. The high correlation between
the number of users and images demonstrates that indi-
vidual users do not inﬂuence the spatial distribution of
images, and that the contribution bias, both in space and
semantically, as a result of ﬁltering for tags with low
coeﬃcient of variation, is no longer a major inﬂuence
on our data.
3. Methods
Our focus in this article was on using semantics to
group locations which are associated with shared
meanings. We chose to do so by overlaying our
study area with a grid and treating grid cells as the
basic spatial units for analysis. We therefore treated
each cell as a textual document, where all tags from
all images located within a cell constitute the content
of a single document. We then used topic modeling
to explore the characteristics of, and in particular to
group, similar grid cells. In a ﬁrst stage we tested the
sensitivity of our approach to the spatial resolution of
our grid and the parameters used in our topic mod-
eling. Having identiﬁed an optimum resolution and
set of parameters we then labeled individual topics
and ﬁnally annotated these labels according to the
conceptual models of place introduced by Agnew
(2011) and Harrison and Tatar (2008).
3.1. Topic modeling
In the introduction we described the basic principles
of topic modeling. We used the Machine Learning for
Language Toolkit (MALLET) to carry out LDA
(McCallum 2002). Here, we explain how we gener-
ated topics for our data.
(1) Documents for input to LDA were grid cells,
each associated with a vector of all occurrences
of each of the 954 unique tags identiﬁed after
ﬁltering;
(2) These documents were input to the MALLET
LDA toolkit and optimized hyper parameters
for a given number n of topics (Cao et al.
2009) calculated;
(3) The following outputs were produced:
a. For each of n topics, a list of all tokens
(tags) and their probabilities of belonging
to that topic;
b. For each grid cell (document), a vector of n
topics and the probability of the grid cell
belonging to each topic;
c. For each topic, a set of measures describing
topic quality, which we introduce later.
(4) We then assigned the most probable topic to
each grid cell. Tags associated with low prob-
abilities are not useful in characterizing an
individual topic (Aletras et al. 2017) and we
therefore chose representative tags by sorting
tags associated with a topic according to prob-
ability, and then exploring the resulting cumu-
lative probability curves.
Since our approach is based on a grid, the result is
a spatially continuous model characterizing locations
in terms of the tags which best describe each cell. An
obvious limitation of this approach is the Modiﬁable
Areal Unit Problem (MAUP) (Openshaw 1983). In
addressing MAUP, we focused on the scale eﬀect –
the inﬂuence of the size of the units over which data
are aggregated. We explored the inﬂuence of MAUP
by testing our results for four diﬀerent resolutions:
50 m, 250 m, 500 m, and 1000 m resolution cells.
MALLET also outputs a range of measures which
aim to characterize the quality or meaningfulness of
the output topics. We selected three of these corpus
distance, number of tokens, and coherence value to
investigate ﬁrst the sensitivity of the model to resolu-
tion and number of topics (using corpus distance and
number of tokens) and second, the semantic qualities
of our topics (using coherence value).
Corpus distance characterizes how similar a topic
is to the corpus as a whole. Small corpus distances
imply that topics are similar to the corpus, and thus
have limited power to distinguish documents from
the corpus, or in our case, to diﬀerentiate between
places with diﬀerent characters (AlSumait et al.
2009). Number of tokens gives some indication of
the number of words associated with each topic. As
the number of topics increases (or the resolution
decreases), the number of tokens associated with
topics might be expected to decrease (since the
need to generalize over locations and topics is
less). An optimum number of tokens is therefore
both suﬃcient to characterize individual topics, but
small enough to allow topics to be distinguished
from one another (c.f. corpus distance) (Mimno
et al. 2011). These two measures were thus used
in our sensitivity study to optimize grid resolution
and number of topics.
The coherence value is based on the probability of
words in a topic co-occurring in the grid cells belong-
ing to that topic. It is calculated by taking the log of
the sum of the probabilities of co-occurrence as a
function of higher ranked words belong to a topic:
coherence ¼
X
i
X
j< i
log
D wj;wi
 þ β
D wið Þ (1)
where β is a parameter to prevent log zero errors,
D wj;wi
 
is the number of co-occurrences of two
terms in a document, and D wið Þ is the number of
occurrences of the more probable terms.
Very negative (since the value is a log) coherence
values indicate that the tokens in a topic rarely
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co-occur in grid cells, while values of coherence close
to zero suggest semantically coherent topics and asso-
ciated tokens (Stevens et al. 2012).
3.2. Topic labeling and annotation
The ﬁnal step in our methods moved away from
computational methods to identify coherent topics
using LDA and focused on the interpretation of
these topics. Our aim here was twofold: ﬁrst, we
wished to assign a label to each topic, and second,
to characterize topics according to notions of place
introduced earlier. Our underlying hypothesis was
that by using UGC, in the form of Flickr tags, we
could extract semantics characterizing locations relat-
ing to similar places that might otherwise go unno-
ticed (Goodchild 2007). Having a list of most
probable words based on the topic modeling, we set
out to interpret these topics. Crucially, the local
knowledge was central to interpreting topics, since
individual tokens are often ambiguous and need to
be interpreted in terms of London’s geography and
the other tokens with which they co-occur. Thus, for
example, the tokens Kings Cross, railway and
Paddington would suggest a railway-related cluster
(since these are the names of two nearby London
railway stations). Since labeling topics varied in its
diﬃculty, we only labeled those where we were rea-
sonably conﬁdent of our interpretation. We hypothe-
sized that these topics would also have higher
coherence values, since the previous works have sug-
gested that the quality of topics can also be expressed
in terms of their interpretability by humans (Mei,
Shen, and Zhai 2007; Newman et al. 2010).
In the ﬁnal step, we annotated our labels with
respect to place descriptions based around conceptual
models of place focusing on ﬁrst, the nature of place
itself (Agnew 2011) and second the importance of the
actors in a given place (Harrison and Tatar 2008). We
used the following categories and combinations
thereof: location (labels related to named places),
locale (labels describing aﬀordances of a place, either
in terms of explicit activities or the objects character-
izing a place), sense of place (labels associated with
emotions and feelings), and ﬁnally, people (labels
describing characteristics of the individuals or groups
associated with a place).
4. Results and interpretation
4.1. Sensitivity tests
The ﬁrst set of results we present concern sensitiv-
ity tests used to identify optimum grid resolutions
and numbers of topics for further analysis. Table 2
summarizes key statistics for the measures we
introduced earlier for four grid resolutions and
ﬁve diﬀerent values for the number of topics.
Median number of tokens showed no correlation
with resolution, and we therefore report only on
corpus distance.
Mean median corpus distance is strongly corre-
lated with resolution (Pearson correlation: r2 = 0.95)
suggesting that the most distinctive topics would be
obtained by simply having high resolutions. However,
as resolution becomes ﬁner, so too does the number
of grid cells not allocated to any topic, because
increasingly large numbers of grid cells are not asso-
ciated with tags. This eﬀect is illustrated in Figure 3
for clusters of 40 topics for four diﬀerent grid resolu-
tions. The colors reﬂect the clusters of higher resolu-
tion and the black wireframes delineate the low-
resolution clusters. The white grid cells could not be
allocated to a topic at the higher resolution, because
no tags were present in these cells. To balance
between very coarse resolutions (where meaningful
places are not delineated) and ﬁne resolutions (where
for many cells we have insuﬃcient data to describe
places), 500 m was identiﬁed as an optimum grid
resolution − the colored patches in Figure 3(a) and
the black outlines in Figure 3(b).
Having identiﬁed a suitable resolution, we then
explored the sensitivity of our results to the number
of topics. Figure 4 shows an inﬂection point in corpus
distance, irrespective of resolution, at 40 topics, sug-
gesting that the biggest change in the distinctiveness
of our topics is likely to occur if we increase the
number of topics from 20 to 40. As with resolution,
simply increasing the number of topics results in
higher corpus distances and thus more distinct topics.
However, we also explored the sensitivity of the num-
ber of topics to two further parameters, both of which
are important to our overall aim of delineating mean-
ingful places.
Table 2. Median corpus distance and number of cells per
topic as a function of the number of topics for diﬀerent grid
resolutions.
Resolution
(m) No. of topics
Median no.
of cells
Median
corpus distance
50 20 678.0 2.32
40 349.0 3.07
60 228.5 3.36
80 166.5 3.59
100 131.0 3.81
250 20 64.0 2.09
40 32.5 2.80
60 18.5 3.13
80 14.0 3.30
100 11.0 3.44
500 20 16.0 1.90
40 10.0 2.41
60 5.0 2.69
80 4.0 2.96
100 3.0 3.27
1000 20 5.5 1.52
40 2.0 2.21
60 2.0 2.46
80 1.0 2.75
100 1.0 2.93
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First, in Figure 5 we plot corpus distance as a
function of the number of cells associated with each
topic. Here we observe that corpus distance not only
varies as a function of the number of topics, but also
the number of cells, or area, associated with a topic. A
desirable property of our results is that the distinc-
tiveness of our topics does not strongly vary as a
function of area – in other words that topics asso-
ciated with single cells are not much more distinctive
than those associated with large areas or vice versa.
We observe that 40 topics seems to have the most
stable corpus distance as a function of the number of
cells associated with a topic.
Second, we explored the relationship between the
number of cells assigned to each topic and the num-
ber of topics (as shown in Figure 6). Once again, we
observe that the most stable behavior appears to be
for 40 topics – in other words, we have a roughly
equal distribution of topics with the areas in range of
0.25–1 km2, 1–2 km2, and 2–3 km2.
In summary, based on our detailed sensitivity tests
we found a resolution of 500 m best suited to captur-
ing the whole area of interest, while maximizing
corpus distance. Selecting 40 topics allowed us gen-
erate topics with a roughly constant corpus distance
as a function of area. This in turn means that our
results are not biased to either topics covering only
very large or small areas.
4.2. Labeling and exploring topics
Having identiﬁed an optimum resolution and num-
ber of topics, we then set about analyzing the mean-
ing of the topics created. Based on cumulative
(a) 1 km vs. 500 m (b) 500 m vs. 250 m
(c) 250 m vs. 50 m
Figure 3. Comparison between clusters of 40 topics with respect to the grid resolution. (a) 1 km vs. 500 m; (b) 500 m vs. 250 m;
(c) 250 m vs. 50 m.
Figure 4. Change in median corpus distance for diﬀerent
number of topics with respect to grid resolution.
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probabilities with respect to tags associated with indi-
vidual topics, we selected lists of representative tags
for each topic. These lists typically contained 15−25
tags. We then attempted to label topics based on
these tags and our local knowledge of London.
However, it is important to note that we could label
only 30 out of 40 topics. We had previously hypothe-
sized that, based on literature, topics which we could
label were more likely to have low coherence values.
In Figure 7, we plot coherence values for the 30
labeled topics and 10 unlabeled topics and observe
that coherence value does indeed appear to be a good
potential indicator of the likelihood of topics being
interpretable by humans.
Figure 8 allows us to explore the diﬀerent ways in
which the semantics and properties of place are cap-
tured by our topic modeling. Note that we removed
the two most probable tags from topics 19 (zoo) and
34 (natural) to increase clarity. The ﬁrst topic, Topic
1 (views) is distributed over a range of locations
(Figure 8(a)), and mostly includes terms describing
general features of scenes (e.g. sunset, clouds, skyline
in Figure 8(b)) which are photographed, thus indicat-
ing generic views of London. Interestingly, this topic
is scattered around the edge of our study area, indi-
cating locations from which London is seen. These
places are thus characterized not only by what is
found in these locations, but also by what can be
seen from them.
The other three examples all capture speciﬁc loca-
tions, either as a single cell (Topic 34: South
Kensington Museums) or a cluster of cells (Topic 19:
London Zoo and Topic 32: Along the Thames)
(Figure 8(a)). Examining the tag clouds, we observe
a mixture of mostly proper nouns in the form of
toponyms and building names (e.g. southbank,
Figure 5. Corpus distance for topics associated with diﬀerent numbers of cells at a resolution of 500m.
Figure 6. Number of topics associated with the 500m cells for each implementation of the model.
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londra, gherkin), nouns (e.g. butterﬂy, cloud, skyline,
family), and more abstract terms (e.g. assembly,
authority) (Figure 8(b)).
To better understand the nature of terms used in
each topic, we associated our labels with a simple
taxonomy based on previous work on place. In
Figure 9, we show both the 30 labeled topics and
a classiﬁcation of these labels in terms of the ﬁve
dimensions of place we introduced earlier (location,
locale and activity, sense of place and people).
The map illustrates well the contrast between,
for instance, topics based around locations (e.g.
Barbican, Piccadilly), locales (e.g. canals, trains,
and stations), and combinations of locations and
locales (e.g. Hyde Park, which contains both loca-
tion and locale information). We found no topics
which were clearly related to sense of place, which
we interpreted as emotions and feelings, but other-
wise a mix of the types proposed.
As has been shown in previous research
(Sigurbjörnsson and Van Zwol 2008), toponyms are
an important way of describing images, and thus can
be eﬀectively used as labels for topics. However, the
map also allows us to see that such topics can extend
beyond the actual location associated with a toponym
(e.g. as occurs for Piccadilly), thus suggesting that
such topics actually describe both the place
Piccadilly and other similar 2We suggest that some
of the classes also seem likely to reﬂect diﬀerent sorts
of users: views, canals, trains, and stations are dis-
tributed across London and seem likely to be indica-
tive of locals interested in certain sorts of views and
narratives about the city, rather than visitors charac-
terizing tourist attractions (e.g. London Zoo or the
museums in South Kensington). However, this visua-
lization also illustrates some of the challenges of
extracting semantics from tags, where we can only
assign labels by interpreting and making assumptions
about associations between tags. In general, we also
note that most of the activities are leisure activities,
suggesting that Flickr is typically used to document a
mixture of tourist and leisure activities, and also
hinting at what might be missing in such character-
izations (e.g. more mundane activities and those with
less positive associations).
5. Concluding discussion
We are not the ﬁrst authors to use LDA as approach
to describe space, or indeed, to link these notions to
place (Adams and McKenzie 2013; Jenkins et al.
2016). Rather, our most important contribution is
carrying out a detailed sensitivity study with respect
to both resolution and number of topics, and asses-
sing the utility of a range of out of the box measures
in describing the quality of our results. Based on our
experiences, we make the following suggestions:
(1) Assuming that a spatially continuous model is
the aim of a study, then the optimum grid
Figure 7. Topic coherence value for labeled and unlabeled
topics.
(a) Labeled topics (numbered cells) (b) Example topics, labels, and tags 
Figure 8. Labeled topics (numbered cells) and example topics, labels, and tags (size as a function of probability).
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resolution is that which allows most (or all)
grid cells to be allocated to topics;
(2) Increasing the number of topics will on average
lead to more distinct topics. However, these
topics will become increasingly associated with
single grid cells, and thus fail to identify similar
(not necessarily contiguous) regions. An opti-
mal number of topics is, we would argue, one
which allows for a range of topic areas (i.e.
numbers of grid cells) and where corpus dis-
tance is not strongly inﬂuenced by the area
associated with a topic;
(3) Topic coherence value is a good predictor of
the likelihood of humans being able to inter-
pret and label topics.
Our labeled topics and their classiﬁcation demon-
strate both some strengths, and key limitations of our
method. Firstly, after ﬁltering (an important step
which is often only cursorily described), we are still
left with suﬃcient semantic variation to generate
meaningful semantic topics which both describe spe-
ciﬁc locations (instances of places) and generic loca-
tions (types of places, or groups of similar places).
However, since we labeled clusters only according to
their semantics and not the locations of grid cells
belonging to each cluster, label names alone are not
indicative of membership in one of these groups. Thus,
our Hyde Park cluster appears to actually encompass
not only Hyde Park (an instance of a place) but also
Hyde Park-like places. Using tags describing Flickr
images obviously biases us toward the visual, and this
is particularly well illustrated in our views cluster,
where many generic salient, aesthetically pleasing, fea-
tures of a cityscape are prominent (Dunkel 2015). On
the other hand, as has been shown by other authors,
we ﬁnd little direct evidence for terms relating to sense
of place (Hauthal and Burghardt 2016) in the sense of
emotions and feelings. Indeed, our approach, though it
captures shared meanings which relate to coherent
places, is data-driven, and since Flickr images are
dominated by more positive experiences (Cox,
Clough, and Marlow 2008), does not reﬂect more
negative aspects of place. Identifying and integrating
data containing such notions would be an important
extension to this work, but this is nontrivial, since
many other sources also have a less direct relation to
the space being described (Hahmann, Purves, and
Burghardt 2014). Although we address the MAUP by
exploring the sensitivity of our results to scale, we
assume that our results are relatively insensitive to
the shape and origin of our grid. One possible way of
exploring this issue further would be to use an adaptive
grid, and also to explore sensitivity to the grid’s origin.
In future work we will therefore concentrate on meth-
ods to eﬀectively integrate data from multiple sources,
across a range of scales, and link these data to places
either in the form of bona ﬁde objects (e.g. Tower
Bridge) or ﬁat locations (such as, the east end of
London).
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